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ABSTRACT: NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) is

developing the space and ground segnumt technologies
necessary to demonsUa_ a direct data distribution (D 3)

system for use in space-to-ground communication links

fzom spa_r_ in low-Earthorbit (LEO) to strategically

located tracking ground terminals. The key space

segment technologies include a K-band (19 GHz) MMIC-

based transmit phased array antem_ and a multichannel

bandwidth- and power-efficient digital encoder/modulator

with an aggregate data rate of 622 Mb/s. Along with

small (1.8 meter), low-cost tracking tenuinals on the

ground, the D 3 system enables affordable distribution of
data to the end user or archive facility through

mterol_rability with commercial terrestrial
telccommunic,_ionsnetworks. The D 3 system is

applicable to both government and commercial science
and communications spacccraR in LEO. The features

and benefits of the D3 system concept are described.

Starting with typical orbital characteristics, a set of

baseline requirements for represmtative applications is

developed, including requirements for onboard storage

and tracking terminals,and sample link budgets are

presented. Characteristics of tbe transmit array amenna

and digital cacoder/modulator are described. The
architecture and components of the tracking terminal arc

described, including technologies for the next generation

terminal. Candidate flights of opportunity for risk

mitigation and space demonstration of the D 3 features are
identified.

INTRODUCTION

Sincethe early 1980's, NASNs Lewis _ Center

(LcRC) has sponsored fl_ developmentof advanced

satellite communications technologies to mitigate the risk

of their use in commercial space applications. The most

significant demonstration of multiple advanced
technologiesto dam has been LeRC's Advanced

Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS), launched

in September 1993 [1], [2]. As the nation's first

experimental Ka-band satellite, ACTS employs multiple

channel, time-division multiple access (TDMA) 30-GHz

uplinks and time-division multiplexed (TDM) 20-GHz

downlinks. Both links use electronically switched spot

beams and electronically steered scanning beams. Large

(2.2-meter and 3.3-meter) spotbeam reflectors are used
onboard fl_ ACTS to reducethe size of the ground

terminalreflectors.

Since the mid-1990's numerous domestic and

international systems have been proposed for
consteUationsofcommercialcommunicationssatellitesin

both geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) like ACTS, and
low Earth orbit (LEO) as well. Some of the proposed

systems will employ K- or Ka-band space-to-ground links
for communications at hundreds of Megabits per second

(Mb/s) between the spacecraft and terrestrial gateway

terminals. The first of these systems is slated to become

operational before the turn of the century, with many
more to follow in the next decade.

In the same timefiame, a series of both commercial and

government remote sensing and science spacecraft in

LEO are also planned. Each will be equipped with a

variety of high-resolution imaging systems and on-board

storage. Some will have to store up to tens of Gigabytes

of dam before an opportunity to transmit the data

becomes available. As well, the Imemational Space

Station will collect large amounts of mission video and

experiment data that must eventually be delivered to

principle investigators and archive facilities on the Earth.

There arc several alternatives for data distribution flora

LEO spacecra_. The first of those is to establish nearly
continuous return links through GEO relay satellites

22,000 miles away, such as NASA's Tracking and Data

Relay Satellites (TDRS), or future commercial GEO
communications satellites. At data rates of _ms of Mb/s

such space-to-space links will typically use mechanically

steered reflectors with high gain on the LEO spacecraR to

overcome significam f_ee-space path loss. The GEO

relay spacecra_ must also dedicate a tracking

communications system for each supported spacecra_ in

LEO, or schedule periods where both the LEO spacecraft

and the GEO relay satellite are in view of each other and

within the tracking capability of both systems. Links via



co_ial LEO and medium Earth orbit (MEO) satellite

networks may become a viable option in the future.
Direct instnnn_ readout with c_mtinuous broadcast to

scattered ground temdnals around the world at data rates
to hundreds of kilobits per second (kb/s) is another

approach. The direct data distribution (D 3) system

described throughout this paper and illustrated in Figure
1, employs advanced component technology in both the

space and ground segments, to provide an economically

and technically attractive alternative to any of the above

approaches.
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Figure I - The Direct Data Distribution System Concept

In the proposed D 3 system, a small, light-weight package

onboard the LEO spacecraft transmits data to

strategically placed ground terminals in bursts of data at

rates fi_m 155 Mb/s to 622 Mb/s as the spacecraft flies

though the field of view of the 1.8-m tracking terminab a

few hundred miles below. As an example, to equal one

D 3 downlink burst of an average 4.5-_ duration at

622 Mb/s every 90 minmes fi_m a polar-orbiting scie_c_

spacecra_ the alternatives would have to transmit to

LEO or MEO satellites at 31 Mb/s c_mtinuously, or

provide su_ciont on-board transmit power to overcome

about 30 dB of additional path loss to a GEO relay

satellite, or broadcast at about three times that rate to a

dense network of ground terminals all around the globe,

assuming only one-third of the broadcast time will be

over land masses. None of these solutions are pra_c_l

or cost effective when compared to the D s system

concept.

A Convergence of Applications and Technologies

The D3 concept des_bed in thin paper represents the

convergemce of multiple co_ and government

appli_tious for high data rate downlinks mentioned
above, and nm_ple advanced te_nologles that are

nearing readiness for system level demonstr_ou. These

tedmologies include: (1) ele_ronically steered, K-baad

nmmnit phased array _; (2) bandwidth- and

power_ wideband multichannel digital coded

modu_on; and (3) low-cost, _ tracking Earth
terminals with terrestrial network interfaces.

NASA LeRC has demonstrated monolithic microwave

integrated cir_t (MMIC)-based active phased array

antennas operating at both 20 and 30 GI-Iz in various

mobile platforms, including an airborne testt_ to

demonstrate full duplex communication with the ACTS
satellite. These demonstrations have proven conclusively

that eleclzoni_lly-steered antennas can be used to dose

links between a relatively stationary object tens of

thousands of miles away (ACTS) and rapidly fluctuating
moving platforms. By contrast, in the D 3 concept, 19-

GHz transmit arrays will be used to scan over a range of

about + 60 degrees with a maximum slant range of less

that one thousand miles fi_m a moving, but relatively

stable platform. Of especially significant benefit to high

resolution science and remote sensing spacecraft, the

e_c_lly steered phased array antenna offers the

additional advantages of vibration-free operation and

reduc_i deploymentcomplexity compared to conventional

mechank_dly steered reflec_rs.

NASA LeRC has developed prototype digital hardware

capable of providing multiple error-correctiou coding and

modulation schemes and data throughput to 155 Mb/s per

channel, with bandwidth efficiency greater than 2 bls/Hz

and power efficiency comparable to the techniques

commouly available, such as coded QPSK. Through the

use of concatenated codes to provide bit-error-rates

comparable to fiber optic cable, burst data throughput

equal to Broadband-ISDN and syndmmous optical

network (SONED standards, and data fo_

compatible with emerging _ transfer mode

(ATIVl) standards, the D 3 system enables seamless

interope_ility with commercial terrestrial wideband

telecommunications networks, to optimize further data
distributiou.

Finally, the use of K-band fiequoncies pioneered in the

Umted States by NASA LeRC enables a significant
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reduction in the size of tracking terminal antenna

reflectors compared to systems operating in X-band. For

example, at 19 GI-Iz, reflectors can be a factor of 2.3

smaller (all other parameters being equal), compared to

their equal gain counterparts operating at 8.4 GHz. Low-
cost commercially available tracking antenna systems will

be integrated with commercial receivers, demodulators,
and terrestrial interface equipment to minimize cost and

help develop commercial sources for future operational

systems. Proposed D 3 space flight demonstrations and

experiments will downlink one to four independent 155-
Mb/s channels with an aggregate throughput of 622-

Mb/s, to a 1.8-meter tracking terminal. The frequency
band selected for demonstrating D 3 system features and

performance is from 18.8 to 19.2 GHz.

To help reduce the risk of using advancod technologies

such as transmit phased arrays and efficient digital

modulation in commercial and government applications,

NASA LeRC intends to develop hardware models of both

and to danonstrate their synergistic performance in space

flight of opportunity, such as a Hitchhiker experiment on

the Space Shuttle. While these technologies are likely to

be used in a variety of applications from commercial
LEO satellite communications to scientific or remote

sensing spacecraft, this paper will focus on a D 3 system
used in a commercial remote sensing or NASA science

data return application that can tolerate some latency in

data delivery. However, similar tradeoffs and analyses

are required for a communications satellite-to-gateway

application. In the following sections of this paper, the

baseline requireancnts for a composite of the most
common LEO science applications that will benefit from

D 3 will be presented, including link budgets, on-board

storage requirements, and ground terminal tracking

requirements. The characteristics of the proposed space

segmont win be described, including the phased array and
encxxtor/modulator, and the features of the tracking

ground terminal will be presented.

BASELINE REQUIREMENTS

I_sign of a D 3 system for a specific application involves
a tradeoffanalysis of many factors. Among these are: (1)

the coverage required per spacecraft, which largely

determines the number and location of ground terminals;

(2) the spacccr_ orbit, which determines the time that

the spacecraft is in view of a particular ground terminal

and the number of passes it will make over the ground

station; (3) the amount of stored mission data that needs

to be delivered to the ground, which together with the

limited ground terminal view time and number of ground
terminals determines the data rate that must be employed

on the space-to-ground link; (4) the storage oapacity

onboard the spacecraft - fewer ground terminals means

more on-board storage or higher burst rates; and (5) the

technical characteristics of the space-to-_ound link itself.
These d_rminc the maximum data rate on the

communications link and how long it can be maintained

on a given pass. Important link paramoters include the

array effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) and

scanning capability of the array; modulation/coding

scheme and modem design; frequency band of operation

and spectrum available; and grotmd terminal size and
tracking capability. These aspects of a D 3 system are

discussed below.

Space Segment Characteristics

Key design considerations for the space segment include

the spacecraft orbital characteristics, onboard storage

requirements, and fi_lueney band of operation.

Orbital Characteristics

Typical orbits for D 3 systems under consideration will

have altitudes in the range of 400-800 km (216-432

Nmi). Table 1 below shows some key parameters for
these orbits.

Altitude Period

Oan) (man)

400 92.56

500 94.62

600 96.69

700 98.77

800 100.9

Table I - Orbital Characteristics for Sdeeted Altitudes

Rev/ Max Tmle in View Max Time in View Max Tnae in View Max Angular

day (0* elevatim) (10" ekvatim) (20* elevation) Track R_ (°/see)

15.56 10.17 rain 6.21 rain 4.03 rain

15.22 11.55 rain 7.38 rain 4.93 rain

14.89 12.86 rain 8.50 rain 5.81 rain

14.58 14.10 min 9.58 min 6.66 rain

14.28 15.30 min 10.62 rain 7.50 min

Max LOS

Velocity

0_)

1.098 7.22 97.03 °

0.87 7.06 97.40 °

0.72 6.91 97.79 °

0.61 6.76

6.620.53

98.19 °

98.60 °



Note that the time in view is very short and is highly

scmitive to elevation angle constra/nts. Because of the

high aUnmphcric and rain losses at low ©lcvation angles,

K-band links are typically designed to operate at 20 °

elevation or higher. This reduces the s_
maxinmm thnc in view to only 4-7 minutes. For many

remote-seining and solar observation missions where

uniform lighting or sun iuter_macc is a concern, the orbit
inclination is sclcctod to make the orbit sun_.

This means the satellite orbital plane rotates or p_

so as to maintain approximately the same orientation with

respect to the Sun as the Earth revolves about the Sun.
Note that the last column of the table shows that sun-

synfhronous inclinations are in the 97°-99 ° range. Sun-

synchronous orbits are therefore nearly polar and

retrograde (meaning that the satellite has a westward
motion rather than an eastward motion).

The limited ground station viewing time means that the

space-to-ground link must operate at a relatively high
data rate to transfer stored mission data. Data rate

req_ will, in turn, drive the ground terminal

parameters as well as the minimum spacecraR EIRP. As

an example, Figures 2a and 2b show plots of required

ground _ antenna size versus spacecraft array
EIRP for 19-GHz D 3 links operating at the Broadband-

ISDN compatible channel rates of 155 Mb/s (SONET-

0C3) and 622 Mb/s (SONET-OC12). The different

curves correspond to different orbit altitudes. The plots

are for a l0 "t2BER performance using 8-PSK modulation
with a rate 5/6 Trellis code concatenated with a Reed-

Solomon (255,239) block code described in a later

section of this paper. They also assume a !_60° scan of

the array, 4 dB polarization and pointing loss, and 7 dB

of clear sky link margin.

If,forexample,w¢ assume a 400 km orbitand 1.8meter

ground _ a 155-Mb/s downlinkcan be supported

usinga 35 dBW EIRP array while a 622-Mb/s link

requiresa 41 dBW EIRP array.The EIgP valuesshown

arcspecifiedat0°scanangle.As willbe describedlater,

such high power K-band arraysarc being developed.

Althoughnot shown,a GEO spa_Co-g_uzl linkusing

these same arrays at these two data rates would require a

significantly larger ground terminal, on the order of 40-70

meters, due to an additional 30 dB of free space path loss.
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On-board Storage

On-boaxd storage requirements will depend on a number
of factors including: the spacecra_ orbit; number and

location of ground terminals; ground terminal time in

view, the rate at which data is generated by the spacecraR

instnnnonts; and downlink burst data rate. Insmu_ont

raw data generation rates may vary over a wide range

from tens or hundreds of kb/s for a spectrometer or
microwave radiometer to tens or hundreds of Mb/s for a

synthetic aperture radar or multi-speotral imager.
Ground terminal contact time statistics for a given

distribution of stations can be found using orbit

simulation software. For example, a spacecraR m a 600

km sun-synchronous orbit (97.8 ° inclination) will

typically pass over a low to mid-latitude ground station

(e.g. Cleveland or Houston) 2-3 times per day and a high
latitude station (e.g. Fairbanks) 4-5 times per day.

The average pass duration (not the maximum as listed in

Table 1) is about 4.5 minutes assuming a 20 ° elevation

angle mask. At a burst throughput of 622 Mb/s, this
leads to a download capacity of almost 168 Gigabits (21

Gigabytes) per pass. For a station in Cleveland,
simulation shows that the time between passes can be as

much as 13.3 hours (again assuming a 20 ° elevation

mask) meaning that a typical remote sensing spacecraft

which generates data at a 1 Mb/s rate would require

about 48 Gigabits (6 Gigabytes) of storage. A station in
Fairbanks, Alaska can experience time between visible

passes as large as 11 hours, though frequently the time

gaps are only about 1.6 hours (1 orbit period). In this

case, about 40-Gigabits (5 Gigabytes) of on-board

storage are needed. Space-qualified solid state and disk

memory devices are available to assemble a storage

system to meet such a requirement. Of course, a
network of strategically placed ground stations, (e.g.

closer to the poles for polar orbiting satellite systems),
can allow data to be downlinked more frequently and thus

reduce the required on-board storage capacity.

Ground Terminal Characteristics

Tracking Requirements

The D 3 ground terminal must consist of all the basic

subsystems needed to acquire mission data from a

spacecraft and its instruments and relay it to end users,

either co-located with the tenuinal, or quite some distance

away. One or more ground terminal in a network may

also have additional telemetry and command equipment to
monitor and control the on-board insmmmnts and

payload if this function is not provided through another
link to the spacecraft. A variety of solutions are currently
available for this function. However, the focus of this

paper is the direct data downlink from space in K-band.

In one possible configuration for the outdoor portion of

the ground terminal, the antenna subsystem would consist
of the reflector and low-noise receiver, the antenna

mount, associated tracking positioner, serve motors, and

software to control the antenna pointing, and the feeds

and Wansmission lines which carry RF signals to the rest

of the RF equipment in the indoor portion of the terminal.

For wacking LEO spacecrat% the ground antenna must be

able to be steered over essentially the entire visible

hemisphere. To minimize losses, communications should

only take place when the spacecraR is at least 20 ° above

the horizon. Antenna pointing may be accomplished

either in an open-loop mode using software which

predicts satellite ephemeris, or closed-loop mode in which
an autotracker uses the received signal itself to steer the

antenna. At additional cost, tracking terminals that

operate in both modes can be specified.

Table 1 showed that the maximum angular tracking rate

required for the ground terminal ranges from about

0.5°/see (for an 800-kin orbit) to about 1.0°/see (400-kin

orbit). The use of higher K-band fiequencies places
additional demands on the antenna pomling and tracking

since the half-power beamwidth (HPBW) is much
narrower. For example, a 1.8-meter dish will have a 0.6 °

beamwidth at 19 GI-Iz. At S-band fiequencies by

contrast, the same size dish would have a HPBW on the

order of 6 °. This means that even ff the spacecraft

position is known precisely, the K-band ground
must still be able to point to within * (0.2 ° - 0.3 °)

accuracy to keep pointing loss to 3 dB or less.

The receive subsystem amplifies and filters the downlink

carrier, downconverts it to an intermediate frequency

while compensating for Doppler _ and _ula_

and decx_s the signal for the data handling and storage

system. The maximum Doppler shii_ will depend on the
maximum line-of-sight (LOS) velocity (shown in Table I)

and the frequency. At 19 GI-Iz and orbit altitudes in the

400-800 km range, maximum Doppler is about 450 to

490 kHz. The ground terminal d_erter and

demodulator must be designed to acquire and track over

this frequency variation.



Link Budgets

Inadesiretoconservebothbandwidthandpower

resources on the spacecr_ )he downlink data is

modulated and coded'for high spectral and power

efficiency. A coded modulation dovelopod by LeRC is

envisioned for the proposed D 3 system. More details on
the rate 5/6 treIlis-_oded 8-PSK modulation with

cov_t__ed Reed Solomon (255,239) block coding are

described later in the paper. Such a scheme can achieve a

BER of 10 "12 with all Eb/No of 7.2 dB while _ a

155-Mb/s signal through a 72-MI-Iz channel. The curves

in figure 2 assume this modulation and coding metluxl.
Table 2 below gives a sample link budget using this

scheme for a 460 km (250 Nmi) orbit and 622-Mb/s D 3

link using a 1.8-meter ground terminal and a 42 dBW

EIRP spacecraR array. Note that under clear sky

conditions more than 7 dB of margin is available even at

the maximum array scan angle and with 4 dB of

polarization and poinling losses.

Table 2 - Link Budget for 622-Mb/s, 19-GHz Space-to-Ground Link

Frequency (Gin)
Information Data Rate (Mb/s)

P_r

Spac_rat_ Max EIRP (dBW)

Scan Angle (*_ nacttr)
Scan Loss (dB)
EIRP towards E/S (dBW)

SlantRange to E/S 0an)
Free-Space Path Loss (dB)
A_mospt_ict_ (_)

Loss(dB)
Zone

A,,,ailabili_y(%)
PolarizationLoss(dB)

E/S Ant Diameter (m)
Ant. Efficiency
Ant. Peak Gain (dei)
Ant HPBW(°)
Ant. Pointing Loss (dB)
Ant. Pointing Error (0)
Ant. Noise Temp. (K)
Ant. Feed/Line Loss (dB)
LNA Noise Figure (dB)
LNA Noise Temp (K)

System Noise Temp (K)
]_x_ve G/T (dB/K)
BoltTmmnnConstant (dBW/Hz-K)

Data Rate (dB-bps)

Available Eb/No (dB)

Implementation Loss (dB)

Link Margin (dB)

D3 Space-to-Grotmd Power Budget for
622 Mb/s Link from 460 km (250 rim) Orbit

19.0 (Center for 18.7-19.3 GHz Band of TI Array)
622.0

7.2 (10"12BER using 8PSK with rate 5/6 TCM + RS (255_239) Block Code)

58.7

1002.5

D2
99.5

1.8
0.6

48.9
0.6

0.3

146.0
2.0

2.5

225.7

673.3

Clear Sk_ (dB)
42.1

-4.3

37.8

-178.0
-0.5
0.0

-1.0

-3.0

20.6
-228.6

87.9

14.6

-2.0

7.2

7.4

42.1

-4.3
37.8

-178.0
-0.5
-4.1

-1.0

-3.0

19.6
-228.6

87.9

9.5

-2.0

7.2

2.3

Comment

Bores_ght

cos(theta) Ls method
At maximum scan
250 nm ISS altitude

24° elevation

CCIR Report 719
99.5% availability
Northeast U.S.

m_BW poin_

313.1 during rain

840.4 during lain

622Mb/s

6



TRANSMIT PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA

Monolithic microwave integrated circuit MIC)obased

active phased array antennas have been selected for

implementation of the space segment. Due to their small
size, low mass, high gain, vibrationless electronic

scanning, graceful degradation, and conformal profile,

active MMIC-based phased array antennas are an ideal

candidate for these applications. Active MMIC-ba._

phased arrays eliminate the need for gimbals or

spacecra_ attitude modification for steering and scanning
the antemm beam. The distributed amplification inherent

intheseantennasmitigatesagainsta catastrophicsingle-

point failure, and element weightings can be adjusted to
acxa3mmodate individual element failures.

Demonstration Heritage

The active phased array antenna that will be used in a D 3

space experiment, builds upon the very successful

development and demonstration of active MMIC-based

phased arrays used in two separate ACTS mobile

communications experiments [3]. One demonstrated a
link between a NASA Lear Jet and the ACTS, while the

other closed a link between an Army HM and the
ACTS. Both demonstrationsused a 30-GHz transmit

tracking phased array antenna that was built under a
NASA contract with Texas Insmmumts (TO for the

uplink to the ACTS.

The TI 30-GHz active phased array was a 32-element

array that used 100-mW distributed MMIC amplifiers to

generate approximately 22.8 dBW of EIRP. The antenna

was capable of electronically scanning +30-degrees from

boresight, with a physical size of 33 em by 67 em. The

radiating elements were composed of microstrip, cavity-

backed patches with an interelement spacing of 0.SX (0.9
em) [4]. The relatively low EIRP enabled an average link

data rate of approximately 20 kb/s, suitable for low rate

data transmission, and ideal for audio (telephonic)

transmission, which was the objective of the

demonstration; however, slow-scanned video and imagery
transmissionwas also achieved during clear sky

transmission times when data rates of 38 kb/s were

possible.

D 3 Demonstration Antenna

The D 3 space experiment antenna (supporting an

aggregate data throughput of up to 622 Mb/s from up to

four, independently modulated channels) is being

developed through a NASA Cooperative Agreement with
TI [5]. This array consists of a 224-element active phased

array composed of microstrip patch radiating elements.
Two dit_rent solid-state power amplifiers will be used to

generate the required 37.8 dBW of circularly polarized

EIRP at the maximum scan angle. The 100 central

elements will use 300 mW amplifiers, while the

remaining 124 elements will use 75 mW amplifiers. This

will produce an amplitude tapering across the array

which will reduce sidelobe levels. The physical

dimensions of the array will be 13.2-cm by 12.9-cm,

based on an inter-eleme_ equilateral-triangular spacing

of 0.6Z (0.94-cm). This configuration yields a half-

power beamwklth of approximately6°, at boresight,
which translates to an Earth surface beam contour radius

of approximately 50 km. The antenna will be limited to a

scan angle of _+.58.7° from boresight (nadir) to mimmize

scan lossand gratinglobevisibilitywhile optimizinglink

duration. The estimated mass of the antenna is 2.3 k_

with an estimated volume of 500 era3. Figure 3 illustrates

the multilayered construction that supports the compact

design of the antenna.

-
Figure 3 - Direct Data Distribution Array

DIGITAL ENCODER/MODULATOR

In order to meet the needs of the widest range of D 3

system applications, a flexible downlink modulation

system is needed. NASA LeRC has developed a
modular and programmable digital cncoder/modulator

(DEM) [6], shown in Figure 4 that win serve as the
foundation for mul_channel implementation in space

qualified hardware. The architecture of the DEM

provides a level of mission design flexibility allowing the

same package to be used on many spacecra_withwidely

varied communications needs. The DEM provides data

rates and quality of service (QoS) that is compatiblewith

errmrging commercial standards for hybrid space/
terrestrial communications networks such as the



broadbandintegratedservicesdigitalnetwork(B-ISDN).
While allowableerror performancerequirementsfor
transmissionof B-ISDN servicesover satelliteat
frequenciesabove15GHz arestill beingconsideredin
International T¢leconmmnication Union draft
recexomeadafions[7] and[8], anend user error rate goal
of 10"12was selected for the DEM to be used in D _ space

_ons to ensure acceptable error perfo_.

Figure 4 - DEM Hardware

The current single channel prototype DEM hardware

supports throughput rates up to 280 Mb/s and offers

several pulse shaped quadrature modulation schemes.

These include binary and quaternary phase shift keying

(BPSK and QPSIC) as well as higher order schemes such

as 8-ary PSK (8-PSK) and 16-ary quadrature amplitude

modulation (16-QAM). Through sot_rare modifications

the DEM also supports binmy continuous phase

modulation (CPM) schemes such as Gaussian minimum

shift keying (GMSK); two board configurations can

support higher order CPM schemes.

In addition to higher order techniques, combined

modulation and forward-error correction coding is used to

improve the overall bandwidth and power efficioncy. The

configuration proposed for D 3 space demonstration

supports four independent channels, each at the B-ISDN

(OC-3) rate of 155.52-Mb/s contained within 80-MI-Iz of

null-to-null bandwidth (commonly referred to as a 72-

MHz traasponder). The composite signal with 622-Mb/s

total burst rate will occupy 320 MHz. This channel

bandwidth efficiency is achieved using a Reed-Solomon

(255,239) code concatenated with rate 5/6 four-

dimensional p_c trellis coded modulation (4D-

PTCM) applied to 8-PSK [9]. As shown in Figure 5, the

concatenated coding technique provides 2.34 bits/symbol

and requires --6.4 dB Eb/No to obtain a BER of 10_s.

Extrapolation yields an estimated -7.2 dB to obtain a
BER of 10 "12. Digital filtering and upconversion are used

to limit the degradation fzom tbeory.
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Figure 5 - Baseline Coding BER vs. Eb/No Performance

As shown in Figure 6, test results show less than 0.2 dB

of degradation from theory in the range of operation. In

prototype hardware implementation the DEM is

constructed on a standard VME card (6U x 160 mm), and

it consumes approximately 15-W of DC power and has a

mass of 0.38-kg.
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Figure 6 - Hardware
Performance

IilIIII_

and Simulated BER vs. Eb/No

The prototype coded 8-PSK scheme offers good

performance in systems that operate through a linear or

"linearized" channel. For nonlinear channels, including a

8



phased array antenna with individual amplifiers operating

in saturation, constant envelope modulation schemes can

offer a performance advantage. The DEM architecture
has been modified to offer such techniques [10].

For the space based D 3 demonstrations a version of the
DEM that would support the 0C-12 data rate of 622-

Mb/s will be developed. One option is the development

of an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) in a

high-speed digital process technology, such as ECL,

GaAs, or SiGe. Mother option is to stack four 155-Mb/s

modulators in fz_p_cy, in an orthogonal fiequeney

division multiplexing (OFDM) scheme. While both

approaches are currently under investigation at NASA

LeRC, the latteraffordsseveralbenefitsincluding:the

ability to fabricate in commercially available radiation-

hard CMOS technology, lower symbol rate, improved

system reliability through an '_n-for-n" sparing strategy

(e.g. 5 on-board encoder/modulators with up to 4

operating at any one time); and operational flexibility to
downlink at different aggregate data rates to different

classes (sizes) of user terminals, or multiple independent
users in the same locale.

SICOM, Incorporated,in collaborationwith NASA

LeRC, is designinga custom CMOS chip-setrapid

acquisitiondigitaldata (RADD) modem using DEM

technology.The RADD modem willhave performance

similar to the DEM, but with the reduced size and power

consumption affordedby an ASIC implementation. The

RADD modem chip-set also contain._ the demodulator
and decoder needed for the low-cost implementation of

the ground terminals.

While the coded modulationtechniquesdescribedabove

will serve as the baseline approach for a D 3

demonstration,a modulationstudyisbeingconductedin

order to determine the effect that the phased array's

amplifiersand phase shiflers have on a varietyof

modulation techniques. For example, the operating

characteristics of the group of amplifiers (used to boost

the EIRP and shape the beam) may largely determine the
selection of constant or non-constant envelope

modulation.Further, the combined characteristics of the

collectionof phase shiRers (used to steer the beam) are

expected to affect the quality of data recovered using M-

ary PSK modulation. The latter concern arises because

the integer portion of the desired time delay for a specific

element in the array is omitted; only the decimal portion

is realized in the phase shifter. For example, if the time

delay required at the j-th element is n.4 wavelengths, the

j-th element would have 144 _ of phase shiR
relative to the reference element instead of (360n + 144)

degrees. In large arrays (several wavelengths across the
aperture) at wide scan angles, this effect can introduce
significant intersysmbol interference (ISI) across the

wavefront due to pulse overlap among eleme_ at the

extremes of tbe array. The effect is strongly dependent

on symbol rate, carrier fiequency, array aperture size,

and scan angle. LeRC is beginning to simulate these

array-modulation interactions, and is developing a test

facility to fully characterize the effects. These results
should be used to co-design of the modulation and phased

array for improved performance in an operational version

of a D3 system.

GROUND SEGMENT

The D 3 ground segment will consist of one or possibly

several tracking terminals to handle the large amount of

data transmitted from the LEO spacecraR to Earth. Plans
are for NASA LeRC to initially develop a prototype

receive-only K-band tracking ground terminal for use in a

series of timely demonstrations for commercial and

NASA applications. Development of these small,low

costtrackingterminals can be beneficial inestablishinga
number of downlink sites in an affordable D _ system,

such that the effective cost of system operationsis

reduced significantly in comparison to a network of much

larger X-band terminals or LEO-to-GEO relays through
NASA's TDRSS. Also,if desired, the small terminals

can be co-located with the principle investigator, so that
the science data can be retrieved in a faster, more

convenient manner than the configuration requiring
further data distribution via the commercial terrestrial

telecommunications network.

The D3trackingterminalwillenabledirectdatareception

at ratesup to 622 Mb/s from the space-basedK-band

transmitarray, and demonstrateterrestrialnetwork

interoperability at the highest data rate commemially and

readily available at the time of demonstration. The

primary goals driving the development of the D 3 tracking

ground terminals are: to minimize cost and ensure
commercial transferability; provide an end-user BER of

10 "!2 or better; and demousWate terrestrial network

interoperability.

NASA LeRC is leveraging on-going commercial K-band

technology development along with its own investment in

K-band RF components, antennas, higher order digital

modulation and coding described above, and ACTS



technologyto achievethesegoals. In an attemptto
minimize the cost of the terminals, commerdal-off-the-
shelf (COTS) tec_ology will be utilized to the tidiest

extent possible.

The tracking antenna system, or TAS, will consist of a

1.8 meter receive-only antenna, a K-band circularly

polarized feed assembly with tracking positioner,

pedestal, and acquisition/traddng soi_are. The TAS

will be capable of acquiring and tracking the various

LEO scieace platforms and spacecraft envisioned in the

D 3 concept. It willhave the abilityto acquireand

automatically track the satellite during the full time of

visibility. A typical satellite pass will be about 4.5-

minutes, depending on ground elevation angle and
satellite allitude. The 1.8 meter parabolic reflector with a

cirmdarly polarized feed will operate at a re_ve

fi_lue_v band of 18.7 - 19.3 GHz. Assuming 55%

apom_reefficie_y, thegain and half-powerbeamwidthat
19-GHz are 48.5-dB and 0.68-degrees, respectively. The

systemcontrollersoRwaxe willutilizeorbitalelement sets

(e.g. SGP, SGP-4) to control satellite tracking and

antenna positioning. A global positioning satellite (GPS)
receiver will be used to maintain an _ time

reference. The positioner can travel 180-degrees in

elevation angle and at least 340-degrees in azimuth. The
azimuth and elevation velocities are rated greater th_ 2

degrees per second. The pointing ac_-ura_ is specified at

+ 0.1 degrcesrms.

The receiver will incorporate all of the RF stages prior to

demodulation. Since the composite 622-Mb/s downlink

signal occupies a bandwidth of 320 MHz, four (4) RF

channels, each requiring a bandwidth of 80 MHz, will be

preamplified and downconverted to their respo_ve IF
bands. The low noise downconverter subsystem will

provide the low noise amplification and non-inverting
downconversion of the modulated K-band RF signal.

Each IF channel will be bandpass filtered, amplified and

distributed to the multichannel demodulator subsystem.

A vol_olled, tunable local oscfilla_r will allow

for a tuning range of +_ 680-kHz for each channel to

compensate for Doppler frequencv shifts during each

orbital pass.

The multichannel demodulator subsystem for the D3

system demonstration will be based on the 155-Mb/s
RADD demodulator _rre_dy being developed by

SICOM under contractto NASA LeRC. Each single

channel demodulator will be modified to operate with

decoders compatible with the programmable digital

encx_r/modulator used in the space segment to meet the

BER goal of 10"n at 7.2 dB Eb/N,.

As previously mentioned, an average orbital pass is about
4.5-minutes. At the downlixd¢ rate of 622 Mb/s, the

required storage capacity is roughly 21 Gigabytes per

pass. Therefore,a FiberChannel-Arbitrated Loop (FC-
AL) has been reco_ for mass storage. The fiber

channel interface loop topology will allow the connection

of four (4) disk drives, each with over 8 Gigabytes of

storage capability. A dedicated disk drive will be

assigned to each of the four demodulators. FC-AL

mmently provides data transfer rates at 200

Megabytes/sectmd. Data handling and distribution to

user or arc,hive facilities will be _lished via an

ATM or other high speed interface.

The terminal system controller (commercfially available

PC) will provide all required ground terminal control

fungous. A user-fiiendly graphk_d user interface (GUI)

will allow for ease-of-use by the system operator.
Remote controland monitor of test insmunent_on,

visual display of satellite track, velocity, altitude,

position,terminalhealthstatus, schedule orbitalpass

information, and other porfimmt information are to be

provided within the various software modules.

Next Generation Terminal Technologies

Future versionsof the D 3 terminalwill incorporate

autonomous operation and conm_cially compatiblehigh

throughput data interfaces to ensure that all re_ved data
is defivered to the end user before the next downlink burst

arrives. As well, two emerging technologies show
promise for future terminal arch/tectures: integrated

cryogenic receivers (cryoreceivers) and scanning
reflectatray antennas (reflectarrays). Each may offer

considerable cost and perfo_ advantages for both

the ground and space segment of the D 3 system.

The physical p_ responsible for the rehtimship

between the various types of_ noise and ambient

_ are_ fairlywell. Experimemalresults
have shown that the noise _ of Ka--band

_u_orp_c high_ mob_ u-_s_or0_
amptificrscanbereduc©danorderofmag_adeby_

phys_a_mp_ oft_devicef_n 3OOKto 20
[11],[12].With carefulelectricaland themml engineering,

someofthisMvanmgecanbe_ totbeentire
receiver such that system noise might be reduced by nearly 6

dB at the frequmey of inmx_t here. Recent advancesin

10



tcdmk y (e.g. cyde and
pulse tabe codm), the d scov of

(ms), and of CraAsand
especia_ InP PHEMr devices mcmrage tbe ccmiderat_

of ¢ryoreceiver technology. A _ce-qua_ ¢ryoreceiver

at X-band has already been developed [13]. Insofar as the
currem D3 effort is ooacern_ a 6-riB improvanmt in

receiver system noise _ could inanediately
translate into a factor of 4 reductien in the Uansmitt_ array

EIRP withcascading_ to o&_ spacccmR sysmms.

ARcmalivdy, one can choose to preserve the G/T of the

receiver system and let tbe ammna apertare shrink to about

¢_qua_ of its original ar_ As a _alt, d_c _

would increase by ahout a factor of 2. This relaxes tbe beam

po ag and s n cantty costand
mk Th=e n_ be larder advantage bemuse of phase noise

reductien from explofdng _ resonator stabilized

oscillators.

Rcfl_ arc being considered for low cost tracking

ground terminals. Tbe re_octarmy dass of _ was

proposed by Berry et al [14] in 1963. A rgflccmrmy
consists of a surface _COntainin_ an army of dcmcntal

antmms which am illuminated by a primaIy 1i_1 horn The

array is designed to reradiate the same sense polamation as
is incident from the horn, and a cophasal field can be

generated in essentially any directkm by adjusting the phase
shiR _ with each dcazm A beaaffonuingmanifold

isnotr_ Hmce, th¢_y combinesth¢best

attributesof a parabolic rvfloctor and a direct radiating

phased array. That is, a rcflccmnay provkles the dcctrenic

beam steeringcapabilityof a directradiatingarmy and is

oanpCitive with steerable parabolic nd]ectors and probably

superior to MMIC arrays in terms of _ cost and
cflicimcy.A Ka-band passiv¢ 276 spiral antmna clement

rcflcctanayis being clmmctcdzcd to dctmnine overall

cflidmcy includingspillover, el_nmt loss, and cross-

polarizatien effects.

DEMONSTRATIONS AND APPLICATIONS

NASA LeRC is currently investigatingflightsof

opportunityto demonsWam the D 3 concepts and

technologies in a space experiment. Using best

commercial practices, flight models of the K-band

transmit phased array antenna and digital
encoder/modulator will be developed for a Hitchhiker

class risk mitigation cxpcrimont aboard the Space

Shuttle. Candidate programs within NASA for

application of the K-band D 3 approach include New

Millennium near-Earth missions, Space Shuttle,

International Space Station, and f_mre Earth Observing

System spacecraft. Opportunities for demonstrations in
commercial and other govemmmt applications are also

being investigated, includingcommunications samllite

links to torreslxial gateway terminals, and remote sensing

data return.

CONCLUSION

The D _ system concept and the enabling space and

ground segment technologies have been described. K-

band phased array antennas will enable wide bandwidth
downlinks from LEO science and communications

spacecraft to strategically placed tracking ground

terminals. During an average pass of 4.5 minutes, a D3

system operating at a total burst fiL_ougliput of 622 Mb/s
wiU deliver about 20 Gigabytcs of data to the ground.

Efficient digital modulation and coding will enable

quality of service commmsurate with that of terrestrial

fiber optic cable, with no increase in bandwidth

requirements over modulation techniques in common use
in today's satellite systems. Ground terminals that are

able to acquire and track the LEO spacecraft

autonomously will provide an inexpensive alternative to

larger X-band sy_. The use of standard data rates

and formats will enable interoperability with the
commercial terrestrial telecommunications network,

providing rapid and cost-competitive data distribution to

widely distributed end users and archive facilities. For

NASA sciencespacecraftand inhabitedspace vehicles

and platformsinLEO, theK-band D 3conceptrepresents

a new paradigm in data deliverysystems;one thatat

once, draws on and enhances _acrging commercial

communicationstechnologiesand services.
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